Jan 17 Pre-Class Admin

- Web page
  - slides
  - location
- Doodle poll
- Piazza
- Projects
- PDDL Book

Jan 17 For Next Day

- We’ll be distributing the PDDL book
- Read Chapters 1 and 2 and skim Chapter 3
- Play around with “planning.domains” at http://planning.domains.
  - This site allows you to access existing planning competition domains, create your own domains, and to run planners through the cloud. It also provides you with an API for downloading materials.
  - For now, the easiest way to get started is via the editor which will allow you to run domains, create your own domains, and to run planners in the cloud. The session facility is extremely helpful.
  - The editor help button describes much of what is there.
  - I’ll post further info on piazza
- Look at some of the different domains
- Run some planners
- Create your own domain or modify one that exists. See different representations affect the planners